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A Study of Autonomous Satellite Navigation Methods
Using the Global Positioning Satellite-System
Introduction
The development of the NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS)
will allow satellites to perform orbit detUrmination calculations in
real time with on-board computers. Special orbit determination algor-
ithms are being developed to accomodate the size and speed limitations
of on-board computer systems. One class of these algorithms consists
of square root sequential filrering methods. The purpose of the square
root filters is to reduce the likelihood of filter divergence which can
occur as a consequence of a small computer word length.
In this initial study, a new method for the time update of the
square root covariance matrix was developed. In addition, this time
update method is compared with another squaro root covarlance propaga-
tion method to determine relative performance characteristics. Compar-
isons are based on the results of computL-r simulaLions of the LANDSAT-D
satellite processing pseudo range and pseudo range-rate measurements
from the Phase I GPS. A summary of the comparison results is contained
in the following paragraphs.
Summary of Results
In square root algorithms that employ triangular square root co-
variance matrices, time propagation by trnns 4 ^lon matrix methods destroys
the triangularity of the square root covarian	 matrix. Retriangulari-
zation is required after each time update. Such a procedure is required
of the square root filter (the UDU T algorithm) currently proposed for
the LANDSAT-D computer. In addition to the computational burden of the
i2
retriangularizatior., the effects of process noise can only be approxi-
mated, if the algorithm is to be computationally efficient. As a part
of this study, an algorithm has been developed which integrates the
square root covariance directly in its triangular form. Retriangulariza-
tions are not necessary in this algorithm, and the effect of process
noise is included exactly.
Appendix A contains a de y *vation of the proposed propagation algor-
ithm for the UDU T filter, as well as the results of a performance compar-
ison between the proposed method and a UDU T algorithm using a transition
matrix time update. Two versions of a standard formulation of the Ex-
tended Kalman Filter (EKF) are included in the comparison, also. The
results show r.hat, for this test problem, the proposed propagation method
has superior performance to the transition matrix update formulation in
terms of efficiency and accuracy. Its efficiency is only marginally less
than that of the EKF formulations. Detailed results are available in
Appendix A.
The results of additional algorithm comparisons are contained in
Appendix B. Two more square root methods, the Potter and Carlson algor-
ithms have been included in the comparisons. A directly integrated square
root covariance propagation algorithm, similar to that derived in
Appendix B show, again, that the direct square root covariance updates
can be competitive wit'- the transition matrix formulations in terms of
computation efficiency and estimation accuracy.
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A	 SEQUENTIAL	 FSTIRATION	 r11,(,c11:1'I'II!1
USING A CONTINUOUS UDUT
 COVARIANCE PACWH IZATION
B.	 D.	 Tapley* and J. G. Peterl
The University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas 78712
Nomenclature
a semi-major axis of satellite r satellite	 inertial	 Position
orbit vector
atmospheric drag acceleration t true	 timead
b filter model	 clock bias T satellite clock indicated time
bR satellite clock bias v satellite	 inertial velocity
b CPS clock bias
Vector
s
C speed of light rel
v velocity vector relative to the
atmosphere
d ballistic. coefficient -
magnitude of vrel
vrel
e eccentricity
f true anomaly
Y range measurement
g gravitational acceleration
1"• r:n:y^-talc	 u,c•r::;urn	 u.c•nt
h satellite	 altitude.
Corr -lotion	 parar.:eter	 f or	 clock
h scale height	 for density model
o atmospheric density
1 inclination
atmospheric density at reference
k density model scaling factor ^ altitudes
n filter model	 clock drift o:r.r	 trio	 ra::s,
n Q satellite	 clock drift I;com	 tri,	 ranl•,e-rate
n CPS clock drift argument of pericenter
s
longitude of ascending node
Abstract.
A method for propagating the square root of the state error covariance matrix
in lower triangular UDU1 form is described. The propagation method can be
combined with the UDU T measurement incorporation algorithm to obtain a complete
square root free triangular estimation algorithm. The method is compared with
(1) the UDUT state transition matrix propagation algorithm and (Z) the con-
ventional sequential estimation algorithms can the basis of estimation accuracy,
computational efficiency and storage requirvmc•nts, by a simulation of I.ANDSAT-D
processing data from the Phase 1 Global Positioning System. The numerical
The research was supported by the National Avronnutirs & Space Administration,
Goddard Space flight Canter under Grant No, WE 9116.
*Professor, Department of Aerospace linginv • ring ,& Engineering Mechanics;
Associate Fellow, AIAA.
tResearch Assistant, Department of Aerospar'e 00nep ring & Engineering
Mechanics; Student Member, ;IAA.
INDEX CATEGORIES: Spacecraft navigation, gc:i,ianco and flight-path control;
computer communications, information proc • c s-fns and software; spacecraft
systems.
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2results indicate that, whiles slower than tlae cranventionadl methods, the
method proposed here is more efficient than the previous '[D factorizations
with regard to r°ainputer atornge and eomput-otfon t lme, <ind leads to the
most accurate estimate of any of the methods considered.
Introduction
Square root filter formulations have been proposed as a means of
eliminating the problem of filter divergence in the real-time application
of sequential estimation algorithms. In these methods, the state error
covariance; matrix is replaced by its square root during the propagation
and update of the estimate!" The state error covariance matrix does
not appear explicitly and, if it is required, it can be obtained by
multiplying the square root covariance by its transpose. Consequently,
it will always be s-mi-positive definite.
In the initial formulations (; the enhanced numerical stability
was obtained at the expense of increased computation complexity, and an
associated increase in compuLation time. Tn Ref. 5, a square root
measurement update method is proposed which offers potential improvement
in the computational efficiency of the square root filtering methods.
This efficiency is
matrix in triaangul
transformation 6 an
error covariance P
and U is diagonal.
created by maintaining the square root covariance
ar form. Following a procedure based on Givens's
algorithm has been proposed ? which factors the staLu
into the form i' E7 UDU f , wlicre L' is unit upper Irian ;utar
Using the I1DU11 fnctori;rit ion of iminntc s the square
root functions present in the algorithms discussed in Refs. 1 - 5. I' ll C'
"	 measurement incorporation formulation derived for this factorization
w
	 technique is summarized in the Appendix. The proposed algorithm ? for
z	 iropagating the estimate is summarized in the following paragraphs.
7"1
The discrete time propagation CqUaL1011 far the state error co-
vnriance matrix Is
P	 (t	 t	 T (t	 + r
	
k+l	 k+11 k k
	 k+1 k
	 k+l
where Pk+l is the a priori state error covariance matrix at tk+l' Pk is
	
the a posteriori state error covariance matrix at t	 4)(t	 is thek y	k+lltk
state transition matrix used to map the state from t to t	 and rk	 k+l'	 k+l
is the matrix which accounts for the effects of process noise in the
interval from t k to tk+l' The matrices 4)(tk+ .) ' tk and rk+l satisfy the
following equations:
q,(t	 t	 Tk	 k	 k) k
t
	
f	
Q(T)R
k+l	 T(
k+	 0(tk+l.'T)	 tk+l T)dT	 (3)
t k
whe re A(t) is a known nxn time-dependent matrix and Q(t) is the process
noise covariance matrix.
The discrete square root time propagation algorithm, based on the
TJDU 
T 
transformation, can be summarized as follows ' : Form the two
matrices
W	 - [(D(t	 t )U 	 B	 1	 (4)K+l :'	 k+1' k k . k+l
T,
4
where
tk+1
Bk+1 - J	 4(tk+1'1)dT
tk
The process noise covariance matrix, ilk , is os,,;umed to be constant in the
integration interval At E tk+l - t k , and rk+l' as defined in Eq.(3), is
approximated as
rk+l	 Bk-H (qk^^t) Bk+i
	 (7)
Then, the up'.1LOd factors (Uk+l'Dk+1) are obtained in upper triangular and
diagonal forms, respectively, by performing n Modified Weighted Cram-
Schmidt orthogonalization on the matrix W k{1 , where its columns are
weighted by the diagonal matrix Dk?
The calculation of 
T(tk+1'tk) requires the integration of nxn
equations in addition to the n-state equations. The determination of
Bk+1 necessitates an nxn quadrature. Therefor(,, the total number of
equations to be integrated is 2(nxii) + n. 	 Hw UDU 'I' formulation proposed
in Ref. 7 approximates B k+l b y an r:nalytical trapezoid-rule integration
(6)
which eliminates the nxn quadrrtture. The err ^r
proximation can be neglected if the propagation
smril.1.	 The effect of error accumulated ovci lni
during loss of tracking or (hit, drop-out;;, must
the accuracy of this approximation.
introduced by this ap-
interval (t k+1 - 
t k ) is
is" prrclict ion intervals,
he considered to ascertain
The matrix multiplication, !)U k9 co'nhincd with the creation of the
augmented matrix 14h+1' destroys the triangularity of the square root
covariance matrix. The application of the modified Gram-Schmidt or.tho-
gonalization procedure is required to retriangularize the UD factors
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at the time each measurement is processed. Thv arldt-d computational
burden of this orthogonalization at each observation point could be
eliminated if the square root covnrinnee matrix were propagated without
the lose of its triangularity.
In this investigation, a method is proposed which allows the inte-
gration of the continuous statc-error covariance differential equations
in square root form. The derivation follows the approach used in Ref, 8,
but the results are based on the P EUDU T decomposition. The new algorithm
can be combined with a triangular measurement update algorithm to obtain
a complete square root estimation algorithm for which square roots are
avoided. In addition, the effects of state process noise are included
without approximation.
The Square-Root Propagation Equations in Triangular Form
The differential equation for propagating the state error covariance
matrix can be expressed as
P(t) = A(t)P(L) + P(t)A'r
 (t) +
	 (8)
where P(t)	 is the a priori state error covariance matrix, A(t) is the
nxi ► linearized dynamics matrix, and Q(t)	 is the process noise covariance
matrix. Each of the matrices in Eq.(8) is time-dependent in the general
case. However, for simplicity, the time dependence will not be noted
specifically in the following di,,cussion.
If the following definitions are used.
U 	 Q F Q/2	 (9)
and if the first part of Eq.(9) is diffel-L-11LI'l oted with respect to time
and substituted into Eq.(8), the results c;in he rvarr.inged to form
5
U5	 -T	 T	 T UUT -1-T	 T T(ua +
T
nuta ) u +u(T;u + 2--u 4 - ^6n) ^o. (lo)
Noting that the first term of (10) is the transpose of the second term,
and making the following definition:
C ( t )
 _ 
(bb + UP
	
D-7
 Qu T - nUD)uT, (11)
one obtains
C(t) + CT (t)= 0
	
(12)
Relation (12) requires that C(t) be eitner the null matrix or, more
generally, skew symmetric.
Equation (ll) can be simplified by vc-loctivoly carrying out the
multiplication of the
	
-T	 T
	 -QU	 term by U to yield, after terms are
rearranged,
(U5 + UD - AN)UT	Q + C(t) = C(t)	 (13)
Equation (13) defines the differential equations for U and 1) to the
degree of uncertainty in C(t). Since the unknown matrix C(t) is
skew symmetric, tlic:re c!xist n(Il-1)/2 unknown scalar quantities in
Eq.(13). The problem considered here is ono of SpoL'ifying the
elements of C(t) so that U is maintained in triangular form during
the integration of 1 'q,(13).	 (7'he derivation pursued p ore assumes that
U is lower triangular and I) is diagonal, al though an algorithm for an
upper triangular U can be obtained as easil y .) The following definitions
are made to facilitate the solution to t}hc prohlom hosed above.
T = AUI)
	 11 E UD + 2U - T
	 (14)
With these definitions, (13) is expressed as
3
rIUT = C = Q + C(t)
	 (15)
6
7	 .
^
Since ~ and - in Eg.(l3) are lower tr1unpx/lnr, and since from (12),
C(x) is skew symmetric, several o6uocvui/"nw ` 'xn be mo6o regarding
^^,(l5>. There
	 n61-l)/2 on^"wn »}.'^`,n/, io . ?>n proJo^L, -^
and -- are lower trixopulor creating n(n+l)/Z uxkn',vo,. lPicr,[or,,
the oxu system of eqouLlona (15) has (n(u-l)/2 f n(o+0/21 = nxn un-
knowns which can be determined uniquely.
|An expansion of £q.(15) into muLrix ci,m.`nt y jnJivut,s the method
	 !
of solution.
	
.
M	 -I	 ...	 -I	 I	 D	 ,.,	 UIl	 l%	 lo ^
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nl	 ^
M.	 M	 ..,	 -I	 .	 l
zl	 22	 2n	 o2
.	 ,	 .	 .
,	 .	 .
!^	 ,..	 /	 | O	 l	 f	 `
^l ^ n2	 ^ uo
^	 {
_
	
(IC")\}	 2\	 '`'	 n)
C	
-	 !
	
`2l
	 22	 '''	 n2 }g	 -C
	
(l6)
/
/
-	 ^
	
C
ol	 Cn2qnn ^
lo %q.(l6), - is xnmumu6 Lo 6r '/ J{xgouxi m./t/ix wicl1 ,lpox'o/s
-	 -
gii =
	 qii/2 ; i~],..,,n '	(]HS xyyonyt/(In ,xn be c,nc"xlkrcJ
t	 ll	 b	 i	 6c -o o on other non-zero ^ermu n ^ 	 Q matrix with only u slight in-
crease in algebraic complexity.) 	 Each row of Um upper triangular
,
,
'
^
------
^
portion of the ^ matrix in Em.(lG) Im determined as the product of the
-/	 .
cnrrwmpmm6im0 row of the N matrix wId/ Olt , a|`pr'—ri`/^' column of chc U	 \
matrix.	 After an upper triangular row or C is (it, "'11, 1/'`'. ! , (h, ,n/'d(ti^m
fcmm Eq,(13)chmt C
ij	 j1
= - C
	 (i^l, ^ .,,m ;	 is invoked to
evaluate the corresponding lower triangular coLumn Of C ' Then o column
of the lower triangular elements of M can be Vvn|uxLcJ. once the
elements of the M matrix are determined, Hit- next row of the upper tri-
angular C elements can be computed along with o column of the - and -
	
.	 .
aIeoeutm, This process is repeated until all - and - values are
determined. V.e jmplementxcioo of this approach prorcedm as follows.
From Dqn. (13) and (14) one can write
~-	 UU
	
0 f I = OD f 7'	 (17)
'
The expansion of (17) lo aommz'-iuu nntuLiun Jiv,,
,
^
- -
	
-ikM fT ^ C D ^ f %
ij	 i^	 1k kj
	
2
	
~	 k=l	 k=]
But, since - is diagonal, (18) becomes
`	 u o
M +I ~O d f
	
ij	 ij	 ij jj	 2
(19)
,
For i=j, -	 ^ l and U
	 ^ U. Therefore, (19) becomes
	
 i^	 ij
-	
= 2(m ii	 tif T )	 i=I,.., n	 (2O)
	
-ii	 '
,.
9r
For i > j, (19) is rearranged to obtain the diI'fc• rrntial ec;uation
Ui j 
Q (>tij + T
ij 
- -3 ,^yii-)/cl-1•i
Equations (20) and (21) are tlic Farr.:.,; o	 the d i i :. rential uquati.)jjs
to be employed in the derivativc , r ,.)utinc of :+ numerical integrator. The
elements Tij and Mij are computed as defined in Eq.(14). The pertinent
equations can be combined to obtain the following algorithm.
Tr_	 iangular Squar e-Root Propagation Algor ithm
Given the elements of the square root selte error covariance in
lower triangular UD	 form,	 0 '- Q/2,	 and .1(t) ,	 the differential
equations U ij	 and	 d ii	 C,1 11 bC computrd 1s	 fnlIOWS :
n
T i j	
=
..	
AikUkjd.lk=j
i	 a
^ 1 J
F.	 `1	 Uik	 jk	 1 ilc 1 ^i1;	 i ,...,^ j-i+-	 ,...,n1 23(	 )k- 1.
	 l:=i-+1
ii q ii	 ik (24)ik1:=1
j-1
Mij = -Cji	 -	 EP1iki1	 k	 i="?,..•,n j=1,	 ,: -1 (25)k=l
2 (M ii+	 `1' ii )	 is=1 , ... ,n (26)
Ui du ij r1	 -(	 ^	 -^^ij + Tij	
". L 11)/
	 i-. ,n j=1, ,i_l 7(2	 )j:i
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The propagation algorithm summarized In 1'( i :,. ('2) thimigil (_'7) ran be
combined with the algorithm for incorporat in)- rm nb.;ervation to obtain
a complete sequential estimation algorithm in which tho covariance
matrices P and P are replaced ty the factors (t',D) aiid (U,D), re^spe,ct'vt•ly.
The algorithm given in the , .Appendix assur.u • s t:i:1t „nly a
observation is processed at aarh ohsel-v:it irn , p,., h;	 how(- ,"( . I , 1111 . :11""Prithill
is applicable to the case of 1111-11L 1p le obS,1-V: t it':i:	 It	 'i ver► -,•n0011, i
the obsurvati(.- orror:; ;trc :issumi • d to I l l- ii;w4,rrii:if'^
Numerical Comparison
In the following iitiniorik,al exar;)Ie, th'' tl:'
of the UDUT factored covariance mntk'ix art` {'.:;'.j•i2'1'(: t 	 dotermiili. th.-
relative computation speed zinc, estimation :Accuracy. .1, a basis, for
determining their ab:;ulute performance, nAir'eric:Il results are oht.tiiled
with the conventional Extended halm,ln-Fuc' y filter usiinlr, huth I?q:_;.(1) and
( S ) as the bases for propagating the st:ito <'rrer er.':u-ianc • t r.;:ltrix.	 ' 7 11 L'
numerical comparisons are made by using cac • h c1F the 11gorithms to process
a set of simulated Clobail Positioning Systen: ((ll'S) rn:ige and ran},v-rata:
observations obtained by the I.:1N13S:11''D sprcerr'af L.	 A d(t :,i lea dis cilss,ion
Of the GPS and the assoc :iatc • d n;1%1fg: ► tiOil r:en:cur1 1 t;Lnts is ., ,ei: iii 4: r. 1'.
Since the range measurement will require :i p recise mo,ISL1rer1Q;:t Of the
}	 timer interval hetween :; Ignal transmission 1 r;,ri :,no r,f tho C'S ;i:it c:l l f t ci
to	 reception at the LANi)SAT-h Spn^^ecrat t , t 1.^	 1^,^ 1_ err,,:	 u:._
niodeled and included as part of tlir L)VCI'.: 1 :	 t'ltl' Vc CLOr.	 I'hu l>ri.uiar'.,
clock errors are the bias rind drift.
ti
The dynamic niodel aaaed for thr mot ion of I.ANDSAT and Lite associated
model of the satellite's clock are cotrbined to obtain a filter model which
contains nine state variables. The nine components of the state vector
are: position (r; 3xl), velocity (v; 3x1). clock bi;;s (b), clr, •k drift
(n), and clock-drift model correlation par:nn, ^ter ((?). The: differential
equations defining these parameters in the filter rare:
r = v	 (28)
v = g + a d + v 	(29)
b	 n	
/
(30)
nz in + t	 (31)
•Il
^1 a	 (32)
tl
The stochastic processes, ^ v , C 	 and C, 	 are white noise forcing
functions which arcs assumed to have the foIIow1119 Statistics:
E[^(t)] i = 0 ; F[Ut),-" T (T)) i	 (t	 ( L -1 	 (33)
where the subscript i indicates the 	 member of the sc C N,n, R }
and 8(t-T) is the Dirac delta function.
For computatli nal efficienc y , the filter :iasuc r:: % imp le. models for
the gravitational acceleration, g, and fnr !li p• :it!?:n,sphoric dr:l	 :wc'uk,ratioil,
ad . The geopotential model adopted for the Lilt-_r is obtained b y train-
eating the Goddard Earth Model (GEI . 17) ii to tl , , f01.117t11 drs'ree and
Tl,r drag acceleration is calculated a5
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12
	
'l d
 - - dYvreIvrvI
	 ( 3 -11)
where thu atmospheric dettxity, 1' , in a pproximated by the exponential
model:
Y	 0
e	 ct
-k(h-h )	
t, 15)
The Value-, cif ' the drai', model
	 1 N .11.1111ett'1''; .l • ;;tlil"d	 101' tll
	 .	 lI1Vt";t iy',,lt i,,tl
- i",	 1	 -rIaru:	 h0 - 1340,000 in, l ti - 5. •l.i x 10	 kI-,/r:	 1;	 .5R x 10	 111, anti
d - 1.18 x 10	 to" /kg.
The estimates of tho clock- Has, h, .Intl ^ I r i ft , I1, .Ire u:;rd tti
prrdicL the tri,io tlllle of t ho tisk, r's clock, t, by Llle t'tillat ioll
L - 'I' - b	 n (t-t )	 ( 16)
o	 ci	 u
wllel'o. 1-110 ,iul I !WI - fi l l	 ( 0 ) i lid fct It v -2	 L11k, t` Ilk lt'll 0	 t ht' i-ISI Os  1111.lte 0 
th" parameters.	 The quatltity '1' iS the tiler a	 in,11C.Ited by LIIV LANDSAT-I}
clock.
The oliservat hills ii.,wd for thi2; stlltlY .ire I t t :t'lldo r.1t11`o .Illd ll:;elldu
1'.1Ilgv - I%IL c nu.1ski1'0111( l lll.s as obsorved by the )AN 1)SAT--1) Saar l1itc LISilly;
Llle :;.ix S:lteIIiLCS of tilt' PIla:;e i G S t't t n;;tC  iat iOil	 i'lle computer
stiiteJare utied to tiinnllate the tilh:;ervat fOUI; . i r; 11V 1 . I ; iIIIthor dot.liI
Ull thc` SfIIM l.IL f 0jl pl'1 1 k'edlll'0 art' (1 h;t'iiS` t'd	 ; !I Nc l	 111.
The 1110dols Ilsod it , )"clic rat 	 the	 i r.,1i^^ .J r,,;:.urt:ntr.t	 ll.l't	 tIle
fol III :
Y	 +	 (l	 - ii 1,	 t	 (.17)
Y .	 ti 	 1 .	 (1)
	 - 11 )t'	 +	 ('3 8)
wltere i'	 ilnd t i	 are the I lilt , Val uer; of	 i .III ',t	 Int l 1'.111 t`- IItt` liVLWevII
I,AN11S:1T-11 alld a y;iven l;l'S ,,,It t • 11 1 t	 Y	 .111,! 1 • •	 1"' t llt	 nit ,1:;uretl
t
F
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values of the range and range-rate; b Q , n l„ h s , and ns are t11e blase:;
and drifts in the satellite clock and in thy• CPS clocks, respectively;
and c Is the spc ed of tight! 9
The measurement Y  and Y 	 processed by the LANDSAT-D navigation
filter using the model
	
Y^ = p + Cl) + r^	 (39)
	
Y • = p + on 4- t; • 	(40)
a	 R
That is, in the filter model the GPS clocks are assumed to be perfect
and the total time error is assumed to be ont;ained i:1 the LANDSAT-D
satellite clock. The interval between observations 's assumed to be
six seconds and observations from onl y onll Gl'S ::atel I ire c:in he ubtain"d
during any six-second interval. The observations from the visible
satellites are processed sequentially.
The GPS satellites arc? assumed to bc • in circular orbiLs (c:=0) about
a point mass earth with inclinations of 63° ;!nd periods of 12 hours
(43,200 sec). Three satellites are equally spaced on each of two
orbital planes. The orbital elements are rc-fer_•m-L,d to it
t;ys t em whose xy-p.l ane is thc' earth' .• C(lua t „r and whose
	
:;;.-p l rluc i i c s
along the Greenwich meridian.
The epoch c.ondi Lion for LANDSAT-1) w.1, . hose•11 ,o that the resulting
simulated observations would accurately ref 1, ct tL,• 1)nvfii},1( c:xtrecl.:;
of GPS satellite visibilit y . 'PIC epoWh
	 .ire'
a = 7.086901 x 10 6m,	 e = .0001,	 i	 9"-" `181, i_ _ 3	 i8, w - 180:,
and	 f(true allcrinaly) 1 -185°.
	 The c1 1e 111olit:, .Ire :,pecifit'd at it (;PS s•: :;Lunt
time	 t= 0.	 The epoch elenents for GPS are •
	i Y i,^^d ;it a s y stetn t imo of
14
i
-7200 sec. The difference in initial opochs is included in the filter
program's update of user and CI'S states.
The values of the LANI)SAT-h and CI'S clock hhnse and I requency
errors are simulated as the sum cif three d i fferent error Sources:
a noise - free phase error with a nolynomial form, :in error due to ex-
i`	 ponentially correlated frequency noise, and ;I 	 walk bias error.
The exact form of the error models and the ooef fiCients usCd in the
models are given in Ref. 10.
The numerical simulations of the filter performance were made
with the following initial conditions:
Sta te St:1tc Covari,'11100 N„isw Covarfance
X(1)	 - 7.046 x 10 6 m P(1,1) - 6 x 10 0 m' Q(l,l) = 0
X(2)	 - -5.433 x 10 6 nl 1'(2,2) = 6 x to t'	 111 ` 0(2,'') - 0
X(3)	 - -6.120 x 105 5 111 1'(3,3) = 6 x ltl 0
,
m 1r(l,	 i) tJ
X(4)	 - 5.502 x 10 ` 111 /sec P(4,4) 1	 x 10 " ' (irl /sok . )' Q(•;,•',l I	 x	 10 -t1	 It. 2 /S,.,C'3
X(5)	 - -1.11.6 x 10 3 111 /seC 1 1 (5,.`)) ti 1	 x 10 (m/Sell) (W) =	 1	 x	 10-6 nr /sec3
X(0)	 - 7.383 x 10 3 m/see 1'(6,(1) - 	 1	 x l^1	 ` 0 /r;L" , ) `a Q i	 h(>,	 ) =	 -6	
2.1
1	 x	 10	 111 /Sep•
X(7)	 - 2.998 x 10 1 111 11(7,7) =	 3.600 x 1 o i	 111 . Q(7,7) = 0
X(8)	 - 5.996 x 10
-1
111/sec. 1'(8,S) =	 6, 1x	 10 (m/scc)2 ? Q(8,S) =	 1	 x	 l0	 111 'l	 /see
`	 X(9)	 = 5.550 x 10 I 1'(9,9) - 1	 x 10
-5
0(9,9) =	 1	 x	 10 - 7
The off-diagonal Lerins of the state-error ,',`;,1t't.ltlt'i' :Ind 110ise i',,y:iriance
matrices are set to zero initially.
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The data in Table 1 and 'fable 2 show the relative performance of
the four algorithms when each processed a simulated obNervatiun data
set with a duration of approximately 10000 sec. The five columns in each of
the tables are, respectively: (1) the total CIT time required to perform
measurement updates of the state and covarian ,e, (2) the total CPU time
required for propagating the state and covariance, (3) the total CPU propa-
gation time normalized by the fastest CI'U propagation time, (4) the total
CPU time required for propagation and measurement updates (the sum of
columns (1) and (2)), and (5) the RMS of the position magnitude errors
and velocity magnitude errors over the duration of the simulation. All
CPU times are listed in milliseconds. Position errors are givou in meters
and velocity errors are given in meters per second. The algorithms are
ranked in the tables in order of increasing total computation time.
Time propagation is performed with a fixod-st-up modified Etiler
Integrator, which requires two function evaluationo per stele. The inte-
gration step size for the data of Table 1 is six seconds, equal to the
time interval between CPS observations. The data or Table 2 result from
integration with a three-:second stop  sli p .
The relations for the propagation of Be time bias and drift as
approximated by Eqs. (30), (31) and (32) have simple analytic solutions.
This allows certain eleIaents of the tit ate' t rAnsit ion matrix to he IlpdaLed
analytically. The implementation of the UDUA and ENF (2) algorithms
has taken advantage of this simplification to reduce the number of numerically
integrated differential equations be low the theoretical value of n ` . The
high degree of coupling in the covariance dirtorential equations for the
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(P) and (U,h) algorithms does not permit a convenient reduction in the
integration vector size. A total of n(n+1)/2 covariance equations has
been integrated in the simulations described here,
While the programming effort required to implemcnt the (U,6) formu-
lation will be greater because of the recursive nature of Eq:s. (22) through
(27), fewer computer storage locations will by required to execute this
algorithm since the total number of equations involved in (22) through (27)
is n(n+l)/2. This value compares with the (nxn) computer memory locations
required to integrate and store the $ equations. Since there are some
zeros in the $ equation, one can reduce the storage requirements of this
method at the expense of added programming caniplOXL ty. Further comparisuns
of the computer storage location requirem its for these two algorithms are
given in Ref. 10.
The numerical results shown in Table 1 indicate that the (U,D) algo-
rithm is competitive with both the UDU I ( q; ) and conventional formulations
in terms of CPU times and estimation accuracy for this filtering, prublem,
The (U,D) method is faster than the UDU T ( 4% ) algorithm for the six-second
integration interval. Its position estimation error is lower than that
for any of the other algorithms. For the three-second step size results
in Table 2, the (U,6) algorithm remains competitive to terms of estimation
accuracy, but is no longer as fast as the UUU r ( !, ) algorithm, With the
decrease in integration step size, the numhor of eXpenSive (U,l)) function
evaluations has increased, but thc' ntnnhor of t imp , ConSuming orthogonc1l i-
'1'
zations in the UDU	 algorithm remains the Soma. `this factor causes
T
the UDU ($) algorithm to have a faster computation time, i., this case.
Again, for the three-second results, the (U, D) formulation vi01d5 the moSt
accurate position estimate.
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Both UDUT methods require higher total computation times than the
EKF algorithms. This is not an unexpected result as square root filter
formulations often incur computation time penalties as the price for
increased numerical stability.
These numerical results were generated on a CDC6600 computer system.
The relative performance of the algorithms will vary as a function of the
computer system being used, the dynamic model assumed by the filter, the
method and order of numerical integration, and the integration step size.
The influence on performance of the latter two factors can be seen in the
numerical results given in Ref. 10. The (U,D) method becomes more efficient
as the total number of function evaluations within a given integration
interval is decreased. Therefore, the choice of the time propagation
method should depend on the formulation of the specific problem under
consideration and on the supporting algorithms and computer system used
to perform the calculations.
Conclusions
Based on the results presented in the previous discussion, it is
concluded that, for the example problem considered here, the (t',D) algorithm
is more efficient than the (U,D) algorithm based on the $ propagation.
Furthermore, the estimate obtained with the (fl,6) formulation was more
accurate than the estimate obtained by either rho conventlonal. PKF esti-
mation algorithms or the (U,D)4 algorithm. The performance of the algorithms
will be dependent on the computer architecture and software, the dynamic
model assumed for the filter and the method used to perform the numerical
integrations, and will vary as these factors change.
^	
.
.	 k
Table l. Numerical Algorithm Comparison for the Modified E'u}cr
Integrator (Step Size = 6 mun`n.|s).
a;
1.000
1.108
1.324
FKF(h 7.246 38.608
42.792
51.131
LKF(b 8.057
8.045UDU(66)
Act,	 rac-v
{'	 |	 ^
-^!.^	 L. Su^	 Pos.	 m
145 ^ 855
-
113.
-	 -- --
^o	 S»Y	 /`	 | )~0	 ]-
59.176
-	 - ---
111 .4
------
60.512	 | 11.7.6 / .432
Table 2. Numerical Al^; " rjthm Comparison for Lhc Modi[icd 8u]cr
Integrator (Step Size = 3 seconds).
------------	 ----	 —	 —'	 ['|"I_
A lgorfthm	 [yJ.//,,n.,
LKF	 7.981	 64.088	 1.000	 7^.6/`o	 ]\8.5
(	 }	 163	 |	 81.565	 l	 6.8	 ,441
UDU OD)	 7.867	
i	 '	 — '--------
82.8721 .28|	 u0,7|9	 |6h.x	 .44l
102.83I	 1,590	 |09.S01	 ]46.0	 .4140
_	 _
i	
-	
^,,n^u.',-
	 --------
EKF
^  
°
^/
^
___— -
gg
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Appendix
The measurement update algorithm for the UDU' 1 factorization' has
the following form. Using the observation Yk+1 - G(Xk+l'tk+1)'
calculate:
llk+1 = [ `)G(Xk+1'tk+1) /` -x k+I I
	
(A.1)
For i-l+n,
Fi
 = H i
 + k
	 HkUki
=i+1 
ncc	 (A.2)
vi = diFi	 (A.3)
Set ^n+l ' Rk+1 (where %-+i is the mrvnsure;;c • nt	 :end calculate:
$ i = Gi+l + viri
	 ; i = n > t
	
(A.4)
Calculate diagonal covariance elements:
di = 
d i + ^i+1 /P,i 	; i = n -> l
	
(A. 5)
(X
	
S1
For i = 2 -)- n, and j = 1 -* i-1 , calculate:
Pj = F 1 /l j
+1
i-1 _
Bij	 vi + L Uikvk
k= j +1
(A.6)
(A.7)
(A.8)
^	 1 = 2 ' Il
IU. p U. - R
ij	 i j	 ii j 	 j= 1; i -1
s
Compute residual.:
Yk+1 " Yk+1	 G(^k+1'tk+1)
Calculate gain and update state:
K i	Bil + Ui1V1
	
i	 1 in
\ i	Xi +I:i)k+1 Ax
z3
(A. 10)
(A. 11)
(A. 12)
A
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RELATIVE PERFORMANCE OF ALGORITHMS
FOR AUTONOMOUS SATELLITE 01'BIT DETE'P11NA1'iON1
B. D. Tapley ` , J. G. Peters' and 3. E. Schutz"
Limited word size in contemporary microprocessors
causes numerical problems in autonomous satellite navi-
gation applications. Numerical error introduced in
navigation computations performed on small wordlength
machines can cause divergence of sequential estimation
algorithms. To insure filter reliability, square root
algorithms have been adopted in many applications.
The optimal navigation algorithm requires a careful
match of the estimation algorithm, dynamic model, and
numerical integrator. In this investigation, different
representations of these elements are evaluated to de-
termine their relative performance for satellite navi-
gation applications. Numerical simulations are conducted
using the Phase I GPS constellation to determine the
orbit of the LAIVDSAT-D satellite. Numerical comparisons
are made of various square root filter formulations, and
their dependence on the order of fife integrator is
examined.
Nomenc la taro
atmospheric drag acceleration nad
b satellite clock bias r
C speed of light t
d ballistic coefficient T
g gravitational acceleration v
G p computed range measurement
vrel
G p computed range-rate meas.
vrel
h satellite altitude
ho scale height for density model
k density model scaling factor
,;,^tellite c1oc'.c ,!rift
rt:i1 ,,,),-	 n vector
true time
satellite clock indicated time
inertial velocity vector
magnitude of vrel
velocity vector relative to
the atmosphere
correl;ition para:Ic'ter for
clock drift model
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4 Associate Professor, Aerospace Engineering c. En g inearin.g :i^-c!::^ni.;5, The
Un i versity of TLXas at Austin.
Y	 variable atmospheric density	 p	 computed geometric range-rate
Y	 atmospheric density at refer- p	 range measurement
°	 ence altitude	 •mpm
	range-rate measurement
P	 geometric range	 GP
m	
range bias due to error in
p	 geometric range-rate	 user satellite and CPS clocks
PC
	computed geometric range 	 65  range-rate bias due tc errorin satellite and GPS clock
1.	 Introduction
The use of artificial earth satellites for accurate dissemination of
time and £requer-y holds high potential for the development of an ar_cur-
ate and reliable autonomous navigation system [1]. Current satellite
systems have demonstrated the ability to obtain global positioning of
points, fixed on the surface of the earth, to an accuracy of two meters
in three dimensions [2]. While the position error achieved by a dynamic
navigator, i.e., one moving with respect to the earth's surface, would be
considerably greater than two meters, this investigation indicates the
potential inherent in satellite navigation methods.
The Global Pesizioning System (GPS)(3], which is being deployed currently,
is designed to allow a user to satisfy real-time navigation requirements
by the calculation of position and velocity using simultaneous pseudo
range and pseudo range-rate measurements from several CPS satellites (4,
5,6]. The requirements for determining the orbits of low altitude satel-
lites in near real-time, coupled with the need for increased accuracy,
generates an interest in evaluating the CPS as a means for satisfying
satellite orbit determination requirements. With the development of com-
pact low-power computers and atomic clocks, the ability to perform the
satellite navigation function on-board the spacecraft in an autonomous
navigation mode is an attractive alternative to telemetering the CPS
range and range-rate measurements to the ground for processing by a
ground-based orbit determination program [6].
Allowable computer storage and execution times will place constraints on
the model and the algorithms which can be selected to estimate the satel-
lite's state. To minimize the storage requirements and achieve a real-
time state estimate, the estimate of the satellite orbit will be performed
on-board, sequentially, using a Kalman-Buoy filter [7]. One problem
which must be considered if a sequential data processing method is used
is the problem of filter divergence [8]. The divergence occurs due to
either (1) dynamic or measurement model error, or (2) numerical errors
introduced during the computation process. Since most computers for
autonomous satellite navigation will have a short wordlength, this second
cause of divergence will be of considerable importance.
The problem of filter divergence has led to a number of s_udies aimed at
the development of stable estimation algorithms. The square-root measure-
ment update algorithm proposed by Potter (9,10) has been used in a number
of applications to prevent divergence caused by a computed non-positive
definite covariance matrix. The algorithm proposed by Carlson [11]
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rallows Llle me' .isuremvnr tlltti.ttt° to be Ac t'M1111I i':!tt • ti ill Atl 0 f
 f it' it'll L manner	 ff
I'.by maintaining a triangular square root covari:ant • e matrix.
	
I11 (121, a
	
f;
triangular decomposition which ira free of squaro root operations is pro-
posed. The "square root free" algorithm is reported to be faster than
the Carlson-Cholesky algorithm. The squ.ary root covariance matrix must
be maintained in triangular farm (luring the time propagc:ti011 it these two
algorithms are to be applicable. Usual l y , Cao square root co-:,rianco
Matrix time updaLe destroys the matrix triarl ,111 .IYit y and a retriallatulari-
nation at each potanti 1. observation epoch most
	
cmplovod. This pro-
cedure requires :ill :adds t i oilo l computat ion o t f tort Intl :111 associated
computation time penallry.	 :1 recant dovolopmetlr b y Tapley, t.t ;11 (13,14j,
in wh ich the time u pdate .if tile square root cov:ariancu mat rix is inai n-
Gainod in lower triangular farm thrau,;hout Lho entire estimation process, 	 9
can be adopted to obtain a complete: triangtil.ar ;0,lart! root estimation
algorithm. i
The objective of this Investigation is to ovaluato tilt, performant:e t)f
the various square root 4119 1-ithms in perf, , rming on-board a.lLellite
orbit determin:ltion using; the Global Pcisitioniny, Sy.;tam. The evalua-
tion is based oil al comparison of the computatiotl time and the :Matt',
estimate accuracy.
	 The ef fect of the numeric,11 intruratiOtl motIlod Oil
the estimate accuracy is considered ako.
Z.	 Filter Model
Tiles	 models	 of	 Lilo
	 -;:ALv11iLe• dvnamics	 or , d	 ,%I' Iho	 observation	 st—ira	 re 1.a.
Lion li.lve	 n	 critical	 imp.ICL ern	 the	 comp tlto r stor.a^,e requiromenL and on
the	 execution	 time
	
for	 Lilt.°	 n.lvig.1ti011 .i1 1 ;,	 rirhm, if the	 rutdels	 art-	 too
complex,	 unacceptabl y	large >;Lorage
	
rcqui rcrient . i	 .led coutpntat it'll	 t: il.ws
will	 occur.	 110l,70%'Or,	 if	 Lilt , moth • l;;	 are	 •.w ,i:npit^, tho	 of	 the
llavig aLion
	 est intate	 will	 bo dt • .^ ;radod	 ht• .,'t: ,ia	 .ICCcj)t.lb h .	 V.1111t . .	 !'lit•
following model	 is	 ,olcetetl u5	 .I	 .ttr,hl'rr;i:;e t	 t.:t'tn the• 	 I't 1 t;t1iF0	 ,t'ltt.s	 for
accurac y 	 and	 of t i.ciolicy.
Jy11a1nit:^Ia uaL lt - lls	 Tho tlylla:111 t' n,lt do l	 i' !,ho .Ib)( l ti of t ht' ll::t r tiate 1. l.i.te
and the assocl :lted mrdol of tho Sarolilto . , !ock lwh.ivioi , :I1't' t • t)tlll?lilt`ti CO
obtain a filter model which .-ontaint; nint 	 Me dint , com-
porlellts of the St ate VecLOI' JI'C:	 Posit ioll tl	 }	 1 1 , y t • locicv kv;	 ` 1.),
clock bias (b) , clock drift in) , and c 1, , h-,!r i : t no,! v1 corl*eLit ion
meter (j.)).	 The .litfvrtniti.il ecluat10I1ti tit'' .:1i;1^. rlWSO 1 1 .1 VATTIC Lo rS 1(1 flit!
filter ;ire:
r n v	 tl)
t.	 t
1^ 3 n	 l .1)
it	 ;;n +
"n
t; ^ ;^^
	
lS)
wlieI-o	 )	 d( ),`dT, t',t;. , 	 L11,	 I11d01`1.111!t Iit `. I lI- .tblt' iS }he .+.1Lt'llLt0
clock time.
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The stochastic processes, ^v, 
n 
and ^ 8 , are white noise forcing functions
which are assumed to have the following statistics:
E[(t) ] i	 W 012 (6)
where the subscript i indicates the appropriate member of the set
The filter uses relatively simple models for ; , ravit:ational force, g, and
the atmospheric drag forces, a The gerpotontial model adopted for the
filter is obtained by truncating the Goddard Earth :Model (GEM) 7 (15] to
the fourth degree and order. The drag acceleration is calculated as
ad	- dyv
relvrel	 (7)
where the atmospheric density,Y , is approximated by the exponer•,ial
model:
	
Y a Yoe-k(h-h0 )	 (8)
The values of the drag model parameters assumed for this investigation
ere: ho N 840,000 m, Y x 5.74'c
 10' 1`` k^;/m 3 , k - 7.58't 10' 6 m, and
d -^ 1.18X 10-2 m 2 /kg. °
The clock bias, b, and drift, n, estimated I )^• the filter, are used to
predict the true time of the user's clot: 1`v tl , c equation
t - T - h - n (t-c )
L) 	 o	 u
	
where the sub.t.cript. (o) indicati'S the	 ^	 1: , I	 la-'t Ova i llat lien of the.
parameters.
Variational Eou+ itions. 	 Linear v:ari:itio;::i1	 arc`. ro:luired to
implement the sequential ostim:ation a.1^;^^rit'.am (31. The equations are
derived by the linearization of Eqs. (1) throupli (5). Further details
can be found in (15).
Observation State Relation. The observation types procos , ,22 during the
study are pseudo range and pseudo range-r.-ate. The actual measurements
can be expressed, mathematically, as:
p na a
 N +Jpm + `	 (10)
p	 p +
	
+ r' • 	 (11)
m	 m	 'p
where pm and 
Ana 
are the measured values L , :* the range and range-rate, p
and p are the ;actual geometric, range an' range-rate, 1p and rip
m 
are range
m
and range-rate biases duo to orr-)rs in the user's clock and the GPS satel-
lite's clock, and the 117, are zero mean white noise sequences with kno%,ni
variances.
k""
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The modeled values of the measurements have the form
G  F p c + (b - b s )c	 (12)
Gp F pc + (n ' ns )c	 (13)
where pc and pc are the computed values of range and range-rate, b, n,
b  and n  are the predicted biases and drifts in the 	 cluck
and in the CPS clocks, based ( , !I 	 r.o:isurom.wnts, and c is t1jo
speed of light.
The linearized observation-state matrix H is computed by taking partial
derivatives of C a and Gp with respect tc the state. The complete ex-
pressions for G and G. , , along; with tho ;^.irti.?1 derivatives, :iro ;"'tvollin (15).	 `l
3.	 Observation Simulation Model
Observations generated for this study are pseudo range and pseudo range-
rate measurements as observed by the LANDSAT-D satellite using the six
satellites of the Phase I CPS constellation, the k:omputer software used
to generate the observations is a modification of the program developed
by Kruczynski [5]. Further details on the software ;Modifications, which
were made to simulate the orbit of the L:1NDSAT satellite, are given in
[15]
The simulation philosophy was to produce a ph ysically realizable set of
data points against which the filters could be tested and evaluated.
Simplified models of the CPS satellites were used to reduce coTaputer time
requirements.
The description of the observation generation r+rogram can be broken into
four basic areas: (1) simulation of CPS 5:itellii0 motion, (3) simulation
of LANDSAT-D motion, (3) simulation of clocks, and (4) simulation of the
measurement process.
Simulation of CPS Satellite. M1,ticn. 	 For s..:mlicity,	 k=i'S satel-lit-os
are assumed to move' in circular orbits :ircunil a point ?a:t:55 earth.	 ilic
CPS satellite motion can be detcr;nined, thou, by using a closed form
solution and a set of Keplerian e1, ?nents defined at some specified epoch.
This approximation will not have a significant impact on the results pre-
sented here because of the relativel y short time interval involved in
the simulation.
The epoch orbital elements for the Pha:2 	 ".onstell,ltiun are the
following:	 eLong. of Asc.	 Me an
Satellite	 Node (Deg_ Ariomaly (Peg,)
1	 -130.	 0.
2	 -130.	 »0.
3	 -130.	 80.	 lcontinued...)
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Long. cyf Asa
Satellite	 Node (Deg)	 Anomaul X 	 De
4	 110.	 40.
5	 110.	 g0.
6	 110	 120.
The CPS satellites are assumed to be in circular orbits (a a 0) with
inclinations of 63° and periods of 12 hours (43,200 sec,). These elements
are referenced to a coordinate system whose '-planes is the earth's
equator and whose xz -planee lies along the Greenwich Meridian.
Simulation of LANDSAT--D Motion. The force model used to simulate the
LANDSAT-q motion contains the effects of the earth's non-spherical mass
distribution and the effects of atmospheric drag. The gravitational
accelerations for the observation simulations are obtained using the GEM7
geopotential model truncated at order and degree 8. The drag acceleration
is computed by using Eqs. (7) and (8), with the samee, set of constants as
specified previously.
The epoch conditions for LANDSAT-D and the CPS satellites were chosen so
that the resulting simulated observations would accurately reflect the
possible extremes of CPS satellite visibility. The epoch elements chosen
for LANDSAT-D are:
a = 7.086901 x 10'm
e r 0.001
i E 98°181
P. _ 354°878
W = 180°
f (true anomaly) _ -185°
These elements are specified at the CPS system time t- 0. The epoch
elements previously listed for the CPS constellation are specified at
the CPS system time t- -7200 sec. This difference in initial epoch is
included in the simulation program's updates for the user and CPS states.
Simulation of Clocks. The values of the LAINDSAT-D and CPS clock phase
and frequency errors can be calculated as the sum of three different
error sources: a noise-free phase error with a polynomial form (e l);
an error due to exponentially correlated frequency noise (e 2 ); and a
random walk bias error (E3).
The polynomial error terns is expressed mathematically as:
E 1 (t) = a2 + a3 (t-a 1 ) + (a 4 /2)(t-a 1 ) 2	 (14)
The exact form of the error models and the coefficients used in the models
are given in (5).
k
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Simulation of Measurement Process. To generate; the observations, the
CPS satellites are '`aaampied" every six seconds in ascending numerical
order. Upon calculation of the geometric range vector between than
L.ANDSAT-D and a CPS satellite, a measurement is accepted if the CPS
satellite is no more than 20 0 below the LANDSAT -D local horizontal. It
as satellite is rejected because of this geometric constraint, the next
higher numbered satellite is sampled in the same manner. The procedures
is repeated until. a "visible" CPS satellite is found. If none of the
six satellites is considered visible at a particular time, no measurement
is taken. Then, all satellite vehicles are propagated forward six seconds
and the procedure is repeated. A random number of measurements is re-
jected in an effort to simulate measurement losses due to actual system
problems such as periodic failures in signal acquisition or bad data in
the CPS transmission. A Gaussian error term is added to each of the
geometric observations to account for purely random anomalies in the
measurement process. The standard deviations for the random errors are:
cep
 - 2.m, and cry - . 2 m/sec. If no satellites are visible at a particu-
lar time, the user's clock errors and position and velocity magnitudes
are recorded on a file: to be used to compute navigation errors during
data gaps.
4.	 Filter Algorithms
The filter used to process the CPS measurements will consist of two major
segments. These segments are: (1) the measurement update segment, and
(2) the time propagation segment. The measurement update segment receives
the observations at a given time epoch and processes these observations
to obtain an updated estimate of the state. The propagation segment maps
the estimate and the associated state error covariance matrix forward in
time to the neat observation epoch. For each measurement update algorithm,
there are two propagation algorithms which can be considered. The primary
difference in the propagation algorithms is determined by whether one
integrates the state transition matrix for propagating the state error
covariance matrix or whether the differential equation for the state er-
ror covariance matrix is integrated directly. The filter algorithms
compared in this investigation are:
(1) The Extended Kalman-Bucy Filter [8,10)
(2) The Carlson-Cholesky Filter [11,13]
(3) The Potter Filter [9,101
(4) The UDU Filter (12,14)
The state error covariance matrix can be based on the following set of
differential equations:
P(t)	 A(t)P(t) + P(OA (t) + Q(t)	 (15)
where A(t) = [9F(X,t)/aX] , the n x l state vector, X(t) is defined to
T. -, T.have the components X (t) _ [
-,
r .v .b,n,;?], F(X,t) is an n x 1 vector whose
components are the right-hand sides of Eqs. (1) through (5), and [ J
F;
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tk+1
Pk+1	 4^(tk+l'tk)Pk (DT (tk+l'tk) + ft^(t'T)Q(T)^ (t,T)dT 	 (16)
k
Rather than evaluate the integral in Eq. (16), an average value, , k , is
used, where
(tk+1
r  = avg J	 (D(t,T)Q(t),DT(t,T)dT	 (17)
t 
Using Eq. (17), Eq. (16) can be expressed as:
Pk+l = (P(tk+l' tk)Pk '11T(tk+l'tk) + 7 	 (18)
The square root estimation algorithms can be based on either Eq. (15) or
Eq. (18). In the numerical simulations described in the next section,
methods based on both approaches are compared. The use of Eq. (15) al-
lows a triangular square root factorization for the covariance to be
maintained during the propagation interval. 	 Propagation with Eq. (18)
will destroy triangularity and, after the propagation interval, special
computation techniques are required to obtain a new square root covari-
ance matrix. For the square root propagation algorithms based on
Eq. (15), the relative advantage of maint:1:tang the covariance matrix
in triangular form is offset by a more cor.:pli`ated form for the govern-
ing differential equation.
Further discussion of the algorithms as well as the specific implementa-
tion used for this investigation is given in [15).
5.	 Algorithm Comparison
The numerical performance of the algorithms discussed in Section 4 was
compared by conducting a series of computer simulations in which the algo-
rithms were used to process GPS range and range-rate observations. Ob-
servations were simulated for a GPS system time interval of 10,000 sec.
from the LANDSAT-D orbit. This is approximately 1.7 revolutions of
LANDSAT-D. A history of the number of GPS satellites visible from LAND-
SAT-D, versus time, is shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that the number
of satellites visible varies from zero to six, rile number of satellites
in the Phase I GPS constellation.
The numerical results obtained with each filter are ver y similar to those
shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4. The plots in these three figures are,
respectively, RSS position error versus time:, RSS velocity error versus
indicates that the elements of the matrix are evaluated on the reference
solution X* (t). Alternately, the covariance matrix can be propagated by
using the state-transition matrix, 41 (t,tk ), where $(t,tk )	 A(t )dV(t,tk);
^(tk ,t k) = I. The integral of Eq. (15) can be expressed, then, as:
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time, and the error in he time estimate versus time. This solution was
generated with the UDU( ) algorithm and a modified Euler integrator with
an integration step size of six seconds.
Two types of error growth are visible in each of the figures. First,
there are two time periods in each of the plots during which large error
growth occurs. Comparison of the three figures with Fig, 1 shows a ao-
incidence between the occurrence of the large error and the periods when
fewer than four CPS satellites are visible. The ltrgc errors result
from the inability of the filter model to predict the state estimate
through time periods of limited observation data,.
The second type of error growth occurs gradually. After each period of
low satellite visibility, the navigation error is reduced to a lower level.
However, the average value of the lower-level navigation error increases
during each successive period of good satellite visibility. Additional
simulations run with algorithms other than the one used to generate Figs.
2 1 3, and 4 produced nearly identical error plots, It is likely that the
long-term error growth is caused by the influence of geopotential model
error on the estimate of the LANDSAT-D clock parameters. The large errors
result from the periodic reduction of BPS satellite visibility. Both er-
ror types require further study; however, wince the primary purpose of
this investigation is the comparison of the algorithm efficiencies, in-
depth study of the causes of the large error growth and methods for their
removal is deferred to a later investigation.
Operation Count Comparison. As an evaluation of the theoretical compu-
tational efficiency, operation counts of the number of numeric opera-
tions have been made for the seven different time update algorithms
under consideration. The operations recorded are the additions (sub-
tractions), multiplications, divisions, and square roots required to
perform a single time update of the state error covariance matrix or
the square root covariance matrix. The operation counts required to in-
corporate the measurements are discussed in [12).
Table 1 and 2 give the number of operations for the covariance time
update of a system with an n-dimension state vector, whose complete nxn-
transition matrix is obtained by numerical integration. The dimension
of the system's state noise covariance matrix is m. The counts are
broken into three groups depending on whether the operations occur once
per time update interval, once per integration step, or once per inte-
gration function evaluation.
The operation count per integration step depends on the type of numeri-
cal integrator being employed. Tables 1 and 2 give the values for a
second-order Euler integrator with two function evaluations per step.
The coefficients of the n 2
 terms in the table will increase significantly
for higher order integrators (roughly as a factor of k(k+l)/2, where k is
the number of function evaluations).
If the assumption of an Euler integrator is maintained and the integra-
tion step is specified, then the three count groups can be combined to
give the total number of operations for a covariance time update.
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Assuming that a time update occurs every six seconder and the integration
step size: is six seconds, the total number of operation counts can be
computed. The result is shown in Table 3.
The total counts show that direct covariance integration algorithms have
fewer operations of all transition matrix elements are numerically
integrated in the (4) algorithms. In this situation, the direct inte-
gration methods have fewer equations to numerically integrate, few-or
operations in each function evaluation, and are not forced to r+etri.anu-
larize at the and of the update.
However, it is often the caste that the solution to am* of the elements
of the transition matrix can be obtained analytically. In such a case,
they number of terms to be numerically integrated can be reduced. A
similar reduction in integration vector size has not proven feasible for
the algorithm based on direct integration of the covariance matrix.
Therefore, a full n(n+l)/2 set of covariance elements must be integrated
numerically.
The actual numerical operation counts for each time update algorithm are
shown in Table 4. These values reflect the following set of assumptions:
(1) The state vector size, n, is 11; the measurement noise co-
variance vector, m, has the dimension of 8. The eleven
state filter is the maximum filter size used in these studies.
For the 11-state filter, a two parameter model is used to
estimate the drag coefficient [14].
(2) Use of all possible analytical function matrix updates
(elements updated analytically are those derived from the
clock parameter differential equations).
(3) The modified Fuler integrator with two function evaluations
per step is used.
(4) An integration step size of six seconds is adopted.
The results can be combined into an equivalent addition count by
weighting the multiplications, divisions and square roots by their rela-
tive execution times. The simulations have been performed on a CDC6600
computer system which has the following operation times weights:
Add 1
Mutt 2.5
Div 7.25
Sq.Root 62.5
The use of these weights with the counts of Table 4 gives the operation
counts in Table 5 expressed in equivalent numbers of additions. Total
value of equivalent additions in Table 5 indicates the relative effici-
ency of the algorithms in performing covariance time updates under the
assumptions described above. It can be observed from Table 5 that the
0
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square root algorithm based on the P=L IDU tr:a•:sfol-oration in combination
with the $ propagation compares quite favorably with the conventional
extended Kalman-Bucy filter. :Vote that i" the symmetric properties of
Eq. (15) are used, the t operation count is substantially less than either
of the other algorithms. Detailed investig.1tions have indicated that
there are numerical problems associated -with integrating the nx(n+l)/2
differential equations obtained by invokin the symmetry requirements on
P. This fact illustrates the point that the numerical stability is as
important as numerical efficiency in nny autonomous satellite application.
Numerical Comparison. In addition to the operation counts described in
the previous section, specific numerical simulations were performed on
the algorithms to determine their actual relative performance in per-
forming navigation computations. Tables 6 through 9 contain the results
obtained in these simulations. The numorit:al results were obtained using
the following conditions for numerical integration of the appropriate
differential equations.
(1) Variable step (2)4 Rune-Kutta with the absolute single-step
error tolerance of 10 - , and a relative single-step tolerance
of 10 -6,
(2) Fixed step fourth order Ruui;e-Kuct.i rith a six-second step
size,
(3) Fixed step, second-order Euler intogrator with a three-second
step size, and
(4) nixed store, seco::d-order Killer..:te;;rator 1th a 5tefl 5izu of
six st'_coiids.
The four different integrators were used Lo shcw 1 <ow the relative per-
formance changes as a function of the order and method of integration,
the integration step size, anti the method by which the integration step
is selected.
The data are preseneed in each of the tables in t'.ie following ma:anur. the
columns are, from left to right:
1. The algorithm used for covariance matrix propagation,
2. The total measurement update time,
3. The total propagation time,
4. The propagation time normalized by %he lowest propagation
Lime,
5. The total computation time for time and measurement updates,
6. The RSS of the position magnitude error,
7. The RSS of the velocity magnitude error.
The times are given in seconds; the position errors are expressed in meters,
and velocity errors are given in meters 'er seron:i. The al gorithms :are
listed in order of increasing total cnmput;at::l n times.
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The results indicate that the algorithm performance has a strong de-
pendence on the characteristics of the numerical integration algorithms.
In general, the ($) algorithms have lower propagation times than their
directly integrated counterparts. The significant deviation from this
rule is shown in the results of Table 9, where the direct integration
methods shows computation time advantages.
The other variations in performance of the algorithms are quite unexpected.
Although the computation times of all algorithms decrease as the order of
integration is lowered and the step size is increased, the estimation ac-
curacies of the algorithms incraasa with these same changes in integration
characteristics. In one case, the (UD) algorithm fails to complete a
simulation with the fourth order integrator and a-six-second integration
step but runs successfully and competitively with the second-order inte-
grator at the same step size.
To rule out the possibility of computer roundoff error as a cause: of this
anomaly, tests were conducted on the Euler integrator. With step sizes
as low as 0.5 sec., the Euler algorithm approached the results of a well
validated high order multistep integration code (16]. These results ruled
	
`	 out the liklihood of roundoff error or coding error as the causes for the
anomalous characteristics in the estimation accuracy. The effect is
4
believed to be caused by a complex interaction between the stability
	
k '	 characteristics of the estimator and the integrator.
The relative performance of the algorithms in Table 9 leads to a second
unexpected trend in the numerical results. The predicted relative per-
formance based on the operation counts in Table 5 does no^ agree with the
actual results obtained in Table 9. Specifically, the ;,onerical perfor-
mance of the Ch algorithm is better than the relative pe-'irmance l- e --
dieted by the operation counts while the W is not as good. The cause for
this discrepancy is thought to be coding overhead not accounted for in the
operation count or the possible parallel multiplication capability of the
CDC6600. This question requires further investigation.
6.	 Conclusions
Based on the results given in the previous section, several general con-
clusions can be drawn. First, the estimation algorithm performance has
a strong dependence on the order and method used for integrating the
differential equations involved in propagaLing the state estimate and
the state estimate covariance matrix between observation epochs. This
dependence has not been fully understood and requires further considera-
tion. Based on the results presented here, the square root method based
on the UD transformation in combination wish the state transition matrix
propagation approach appears to be the bast overall square root method.
However, for the Euler integrator using a six-second integration step,
the best overall results were obtained with the H algorithm. Finally,
the single-step Euler numerical integration algorithm yields a more ac-
curate and stable estimate than the fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithms.
In relating the results presented in this paper to the microprocessor
environment, several factors should be remembered. Of greatest importance
is the fact that the timing comparisons have been obtained under conditions
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which are different than those existing for on-board computer imple-
mentations. Table 3 and 4 are of most significance for the on-board
application in which a high-level language, such as FORTRAN, will proba-
bly not be used. The overhead associated with FORTRAN is the most
probable cause of the discrepancies between the performance comparisons
in terms of operation count versus execution times. The on-board imple-
mentation will be in assembly language and should approach the operation
count performance given in Tables 3 and 4, although other factors must
be considered also.
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Table 1. Operation Counts for ($) Algorithms
Broken Down by Frequency.
Algorithm Adds Mults Divs. Sq.Rts.
EKF(10) per update 2n3+ 2m 2n'+m+l -
per step* 3n2 2n2 -
per fcn.eval. n3 n3 - -
UDU($) per update 1,5n3+.5n2+n 1.5n 3 +2n 2 +.5n
n-1 -
+5 m+n 2 m +m-f- (n ` +n) m+l
per step 3n2 2n` -
per fcn.eval. n3 n3 - -
CARL J) per update 1.5n3+n2+n2m 1.5n3+11z-.5n
n-l+n
+m +n2m+M
per step 3n2 2n' - -
per fcn.eval, n 3 n3 - -
POTT($) per update 2n3+n2m4-m 2n3+,5n`-.5n
n-l+mi -
+n 2 m+m
per step 3n2 2n2 -
per fcn.eval. n 3 n3 - -
*per step calculations assume second-order Euler integrator with
two function evaluations.
Table 2. Operation Counts for (P) Algorithms
Broken Down by Frequency.
Algorithm Adds Mutts Divs Sq.Rts.
P	 per step 3(n2+n)/2 (n2+n) -
per fcn.	 eval, n-+n2+m2 n3 -
UD per step 3(n'+n)/2 n`+n -
per fcn.	 eval. n +4n +2n-3 n +3n -Hi-3 n`+n
W	 per step 3(n2+n)/2 n` +n - -
per fcn.	 eval. n3 +n2 n?-.5n`+.5n .5(n2 +n) -
i
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Algorithm Additions Multiplications Divisions Sq.100ts
EU 3434 3455 12 -
UDU($) 3880 4035 22 -
CARLSON($) 3837 3824 30 19
POTTE- ($) 4442 4429 30 19
P 3230 2792 - -
UD 3866 3536 264 -
W 3102 2684 66 -
i
u
4,10+3n1+2 n
CARLSON	 ) 3.5n3+4n2+ft2mFm 3.5u3+3n2-.5n n-l+m n+m
p1t
	 °m
POTTERJ) 4n3+3nz+a2 W +2.5n2-.5n
n-1-
2
2n 9+5n +3a+w2 2n3+2n +2n - -
UD 2n a+9 , 5n2 +5 .,5n-6 2n'+7n 2 +3n-6 2 (nl+n)
W 1	 2 3 +3,5n' +le5n I	 2n3+2n a
Table 4. Numerical Operation Counts,
GP8 Problem.
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iTable 5. Numerical Operation Counts (GPS Problem). Equivalent
Additions (CDC6600) for Modified Euler, Step Size- 6.
Algorithm Additions Wghtd.Mults. Wghtd.Divs.
Wghtd.
Sq.Rts. E
ma(b 3434. 8637.5 87. - 12156.5
UDU($) 3880. 10085.0 159.5 - 14124.5
CARLSON($) 3837. 9560.0 217.5 1187.5 14802.0
POT°TERJ) 4442. 11072.5 217.5 1187.5 16919.5
P 3230. 6980.0 - - 10210.0
UD 3866. 8840. 264. - 14620.0
W 3102. 6710. 478.5 - 10290.5
Table 6. Numerical Algorithm Comparison. Variable Ste (2)4 Runge-
Kutta. Error Tolerance: REL - In
-2 , ABS = 10
Algorithm
Meas.
Update
Time
Update
Norm
Time
I Total
Update
accuracy
RSS Pos. RSS Vel.
EKF($) 8.172 67.377 1.000 75.549 163.4 .452
EKF(P) 8.255 83.325 1.237 91.580 163.3 .452
UDU($) 8.110 86.241 1.280 94.351 163.2 .452
CARL($) 18.459 87.820 1.303 106.279 163.2 .452
POTT(b 9.981 97.158 1.442 107.139 163.4 .452
CARL(W) 20.198 98.321 1.459 118.519 163.4 .452
UDU(UD) 7.729 119.456 1.773 127.185 163.3 .452
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t^
al ga 7. !hum*, -^ical Algorithm Co - r1son.
Fourth OTdar ,nga-Rutta., Step Size	 $ see.
Maas.
Update
T
Update
Nox
Tize
Totsl
Update
___	 ^1 ACV
RSS Voe AS	 1*
7.909 65.340 1.00 10 73.249 163.4 .452
9. 14 4 77 .024 1.179 86.168 163.5 .452
8.015 84.362 1.291 92.377 163.2 .452
19.361 84.784 1.298 104.145 163.2 .452
9.379 95.122 1.456 104.501 163.2 .452
19.045 96.933 1.484 115.978 163.4 .452
Ible 8. Numerical Algorithm Comparison.
Modified Euler, Step Size * 3 sec.
Ideas.
Update
Time
Update
Nora
Time
Total
Update
Accuracy
RSS Poe. RSS V'iI
7.981 64.688 1.000 72.039 148.5 .441
8.341 75.224 1.163 1*83 . W 146.8 .441
7.867 32.872 1.281 90.739 146.8 .441
19.110 83.625 1.293 102.735 146.8 .441
9.893 93.319 1.443 103.212 146.8 .441
5.972 102.b31 1.590 109.803 146.0 .440
18.818 95.-112 1	 1.470 113.930 146.5 ,441
ale 9. Numez.cal Algorithm Comparison.
Modified Euler, Step Size - 6 sec.
Algorithm
Meas.
Update
Time
Update
Norm
Time
Total
Update
Accuracy
RSS Pos. RSS Val.
E"(P) 7.246 38.609 1.000 45.555 113.1 .431
EKF($) 8.057 42.792 1.108 50.849 120.3 .432
UDU(U6) 8.045 51.131 1.324 59.176 111.4 .433
CARL(W) 19.402 42.886 1.111 62.288 126.3 .438
UDU($) 8.216 61.296 1.588 69.508 117.6 .432
ckn($) 19.122 62.404 1.616 81.526 117.6 .432
POTT($) 1	 10.186 1	 71.897	 1 1.862	 1 82.083	 1 117.6 1	 .432
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APPENDIX C
	vari	 Factorization forA Triangular Co
	
ancei
Sequential Filtering Algorithms
B. D. Tapley and J. G. Peters, UniversifY of
Texas, A test ire, Texas
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M ij ` _C
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the 07 matrix. After a , t uppi , triangular row of
C is computed, the condition that C ij - -Cji
(J -1,...,n 1 j=1,...,i»1) is invoked to evaluate
the corresponding lower triangular cola +t of C.
Then a column of the lower triangular elements of
M can be evaluated. Once the M matrix elt-wntas
are 4stermined, the next row of the upper triangu-
lar C elements is computed as is a column of
anel t elements. This process is repeated until
all t and 8 values are determined. The V and D
elements are determined in the following manner.
From (6) and (7) define
MfM+T-U?+2	 (10)
the expansion of N in suntuition notation gives
n
r
	 n U d
Mij + Tij - L Uikdkj + F it .)k-1
	
k-1
But, since i) 1.5 diagoncl, (11) becomes
a
Mij + Tij - Uijaii + l_,1d1.1
For i -j, U il 2 0 and Ui j 	1. Thrrvfore, (12)
becomes
d
	
f• T il )	 1	 1,...,n	 (t 1)
For i
	
j, (12) is reatrangvd to obtain the
differential equation
UOij - (Mij + Tij - ?^^}))/djj
i-1,...,n	 j=1,...,i-1
	 114)
Equations (13) and (14) are the forms of the
differential equations to be employed in the
derivative routine of a numerical integrator. lhr
elements T ij and Mij are computed as outlined
prcvi.ously, and formalized in the following
algorithm.
Triangular Square-Root Propagation Algorithm
t
	
	 Given the elements of the square-rout state
error covariance in lower triangular DD form,
Q = Q/2, and A(t), the differential equations
U ij and d ii can be computed as follows:
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Fla • two m, q h„d q
 fnr time pr,; ipitiun „f the
sq"a1v-r,„t ^Pvarlwwr matrix in the UUC algorithm
were Vval,aated to determine the relative computa-
tional speed an! in!ekration aecura•y. The test
prohl, • m M—r: win .a planar Keplerian urhit at an
altitude	 t sleet in :a`t,,ve the earth.
	
Thi q prAlem
was .'h	 . *6O f , llnwir;g roason;.
1. 'h. ; r.' 5	 a hms No q ikk imple-
mrnt:,t i	 and ..	 ;, ut:,t ion t ir^o.
.'.	 ;lu	 --t. n„
	 In ana!vtitaI	 ;-, hit 1,n ,;iv( . '; a
st.and.aa,l irr	 ,rice. t ti r ar ,'ura,_v +f tho
mmor'i, al	 1,n,t...r,it i.r.
3. V­ 	 it . • h^ a-n ,appro •r.imntes those ^,f proposed
oproat ionil rc.atell ites (Such as lMMMT-!a) which
will — -yuare-root nlgarithms in onboard navigation
computers.
Ile tw, r, Moll werr evaluated by integrating the
strata and square-rout covariance matrix equations
for one	 !'asitinn-velocity conponents,
state t ov ari:incr, and tntey,ration times were
tabulated at the end of the revolution as well as
at 1/4, 1,'2, and 3, 1 4 points in the orbit. The
integration was perfnrmcd with it Ramge-F:utta algo-
rithm of fourth order (MM).). The time compari-
sons •.ere mAde with variable stepsize intu);ration
at rei:ative err ;r t ., leranres of 10 7 ,10 ' ' , and
10"1	 Co,npari onn wrre also mado for three
fixed rstep size.:.
The standard , nr measuring the accuracy of
the numerical inteyration of the covariance matrix
was genorated by integrating the state and !square-
reot rovarian,r equations at a tight tolerance
with a hi gh-order multi-step integrator. Covariance
accuracy was rensared an the relative error in the
magnitude of the diagonal pn;;itton and velocity
covariance elements. The error wass measurr9
relative to the standard solution described at the
bejinnintL
 cr t he paragraph.
* N'umerical comparisons were performed On ,a CDC 6600/
6400 .,mpurer "Aug single precision ah tlametic.
lntvgrati„n t,mc y and accurarfea will :.at, with
diffrr,rt m.,:hinvti
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Table 1
-
Table 3
Integrations Times & Covariance Error Integration Time & Covariance Error
25-Second Data Rate 5-Second Data Rate	 3
T O L E R A N C E T O L E R A N C E
Rev	 10 3°	 10 °	 -10`'	 Fixed Rev	 10-10	 10 6	 10-^	 Fixed
1/4 U,A 58858 6240 955 1/4 V,D 61281 7923 3812 3688
0 9548 1246 751 r 11237 3619 3599 3410
e 1/2 17,D 73211 7698 1126 1/2 i? ,it 76846 11128 7576 7409
19063 .1468 1496 - 21512 7251 1203 6860
3/4 6,6 106970 11535 2495 - 3/4 U,6 112596 16886 11404 11103
28590 3671 2229 - 34125 10871 10836 10327
1 6,6 147757 15503 3260 - 1 U.'? 153250 22182 15224 14810
} 38078 4895 2942 - 45457 14487 14428 13668
COVARIANCE ERROR (1 REVOLUTION) COVARTANCF ERROR (l REvow rfoN)
Pos
0
9.74-10 - ' 5.14 x 10
-3
- roe 0 7.25 10 - ' 2.73 . 10 -a 4.29%10-'
Vel. U ' D 2.32 x 10-11 9.27 x 10- ' 5,34 x 10
-3
- Vel
l'p
2.32 , 10 - '' 7.64 1 10- ' 2.73 X 10 -3 4.29-10- '
Pos 1.62x1Q 6 1.61 x 10"6 1.51 x 10-6 - Pos 6.25.10-° 6.25 x 10 -4 6.25 x 10 - ' 6.25x10-'
VeI 1.46x10-' 1.46x10 6 1.36 x 10	 ' - Vel 5.79,10-' 5.79*10-6 5.70 X 10 - ° 5.79x10-°
Table 2 Table 4
Integration Times & Covariance Error Integration Times & Covariance Error
10-Second Data Rate 2-Second Data Rate
T O L E R A N C E T O L E R A N C E
Rev 10-10 10-6 10-1 Fixed Rev 10-10 10-1 10-1 Fixed
1/4 6,15 59640 6831 2075 - 1/4 U,D 63370 12638 9534 9238
10232 1817 1820 1709 15439 8857 8916 8403
1/2 6,6 74635 8723 3980 - 1/2 ti,D 82088 22013 19025 18553
20515 3594 3462 3441 30918 17701 17872 17083
3/4 U,D 109016 12917 5904 - 3/4 11,D 119973 31768 28456 27711
30854 5370 5391 5130 46532 26648 26883 25633
1 U,6 148035 1,7488 7816 - 1 U,D 163553 41.182 37966 36741
t
Q• 41090 7146 7170 6778 62087 35562 35876 34187
. COVARIANCE ERROR (1 REVOLUTION) COVARIANCE ERROR (i RFVOLt'"rit":)
Pos
U ' D
0 8.49x10_' 1 .99,10 - 3
- Fos 0 5.25<10 - 4 3.75,10 - ' 1.87<10-3
Vel 0 8.34x10	 ° 2.99x10	 3 - Vel U ' D 2.32x10 -11 5.79X10 - 8
_
3.74X10 1.87x10-1
Pas 2.57x10_7 2.55x10-7 2.55 ,,10- 7
 2.55,,10-'
 Pos 1.00<10-0 1.00x10_° 1.00X10_" 1.00x10_°
Vet 2.34x10	 7 -72.32x10 2.32 x 10-7 2.32x10 -7 Vel ' 9.21 x 10
-a
9.27x10	 9 9.27x10	 9 9.27x10	 B
k
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CQQ C I usions	 }
`'1	 'tsl	 t	 i
Based on tha numerical results obtained for
the example problem considered in the investigation, d i . `ttrt +ll?IIt is concluded that:
— the (4) algorithm is the more efficient in 	 ? . p ;;
terns of tha integration time required to
aehleva a specified computation accuracy
t-1
— the (U,D) method can achieve the highest	 gij	 Vt +	 S	 1k k' i	 1	 n
computation accuracy but with a heavy penalty 	 k=j+l
In integration time a-F1	 i
— the (U,D) algorithm has in advantage in terms
of core storage, as it requires an integration
	 1`pdate squ:,re-root covariance matrix:
vector of n(n+•1)/2 elements, as opposed to the
n >< n elements required .,t the (r") method
	 1,i j	 i ! j -
	 Ii pi	 1	 2	 n
— the disparity in etfietene •v h. • twt • en the two
methods becomes lens as the simulated measure-
ment rate is increased.
Calculat,:
The periormrnce of the (U,D) propal;ation algorithm
	 t:l
for this test problem was not what had been desired.	 }, i 	 ^ ' t +	 irl'i	 i	 I	 n
Yet, results indicate there are at least two situ- 	 1
ations where the (U,D) mt• thad r.,a)• offer lnapro^ed	 r	 F,	 r	 \,
efficlencles. These are in s yster.s with mear:ur"-	 }	 '
mcnt taus It
	
enough to eenstrlilt tilt el;ratlon
stepsize, and during lar+,,a predi,tton intt•nals
without meat:urements, where anal, • tic a, pr oximati,va	 !' '
of the process noise may not be :,drquatc. These are
the areas where future research will continue. 	 Xi	 Xt ` F;	 1	 '.	 n
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